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INTRODUCTION

The search for our name and our inheritance began thousands
of years ago. We jump into the story with the God who called a
man—a man already old by our current standards. God called
to Abram and ordered him to leave all his known life and family,
and go to a land that God would show him.
Abram, man of faith and adventure that he was, packed up,

saddled up, and hauled off, never to return to the land of his
initial calling. He chucked everything to throw in his lot with
this God who called and wooed him into a life of perpetual
traveling and seeking, a life of never quite landing. A life of
looking for home. 
En route, Abram and his wife, Sarai, encountered miracle

and mystery, famine and family issues, war and wonder, and
many miles of wandering. 

Finding Your Name begins with this nuclear family in a
nuclear, as in “self-destructive,” season, when their plans didn’t
seem to match God’s timing, or God’s plans didn’t match their
timing. Or perhaps both. Like so many of us, they sometimes



took those plans into their own hands. The result was a child,
fathered by Abram with the slave woman, Hagar. Sarai orches-
trated the plan and then, as often happens with life on planet
Earth, especially when we jump the gun on God, difficulties
sour the entire era. 
After years of barrenness, this couple conceived a child

when they were long past childbearing, let alone child-rearing,
years. Abram, who became Abraham at this critical juncture,
was ninety-nine. Sarai, whose name changed to Sarah, was
eighty-nine years old.
God, however, is always able to rescue and bring good from

our poor choices. Thankfully, for this family—and for all of us,
no matter our family of origin, our own calamitous choices, or
our plain old hardships—the inheritance is far greater than the
miseries and disasters and flat-out sinful decisions in our lives.
In Finding Your Name, we begin with the generations of

Hagar, Ishmael, and Isaac, and follow the life of this family
clear through to the founding of a fledgling nation, a nation
multiplied to include Abraham’s thirteen great-grandchildren. 
Ninety-two readings, covering Genesis 16–36, take us into

the lives of the people during Isaac’s lifetime. These readings
are intimate reflections on people whose deeper motives, feel-
ings, and thoughts were not directly revealed to us. Some read-
ings take a fictional approach, but in all of them we will try to
view our friends in context, both relationally and culturally.
We will try to see inside our friends, to understand their actions
and reactions, their motivations, their hopes, their wounds.
Because, in order to find our true names, to know ourselves as
people truly and deeply loved by God, we must, absolutely
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INTRODUCTION 11

must, understand our own actions, reactions, and motivations,
as well. 
These wonderfully human and deeply hopeful people,

who helped lay the foundation of our faith, lead the way. May
God open the Scriptures to us in new ways, speak to us per-
sonally, and lead us into deeper devotion. And may the words
of Psalm 68:9 be ours: “You gave abundant showers, O God;
you refreshed your weary inheritance.”
To prepare to use Finding Your Name, it might be helpful

to read Genesis 16–36 in one sitting, to catch the sweep of
the story, the general direction and plot, and an overview of
the characters with whom we will live and journey these next
three months.
Four sections complete each deeper devotion: an opening

Scripture, a daily reading, a “Traveling Mercy” benediction,
and a brief “Note to Self.” For the opening Scripture, consider
reading a few paragraphs that surround those verses, to gain
context, a broader understanding, and application. The daily
reading contains multiple opportunities for potential applica-
tion and is not intended to be gulped down espresso-style. Take
time with the questions and truths intrinsic in each reading in
order to maximize the application of God’s Word. In our world
today, we learn much and apply little. This hinders God’s
unchanging Word from, well, changing us very much. The result,
for each of us and for the church at large, is a shallow experience
of God’s life in us, an experience much less transforming
personally, corporately, and globally.
We have inherent in each of us a deep longing to hear God

speak over us, personally, as a parent might sing a lullaby over



a child. “Traveling Mercy” is a benediction, a “saying well.”
It shares words that God might say over us. Words of applica-
tion, healing, love, and hope. This is a place where we press
our ear to God’s chest, in hopes of hearing God’s heartbeat for
us. 
Finally, “Note to Self.” Imagine a sticky note that you post

on your mirror or your calendar: Today, don’t forget this. Just
one thought, a type of application, to carry forward what God’s
Word offers us. 
We find our name as we look to God and God’s Word, and

begin to become the people God created us to be. People who
are changed by the Word of God and transformed for the
good of others. People who make a difference in our homes,
churches, workplaces, and world. 
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THE EVIL EVE

Once Hagar realized she was pregnant, she despised Sarai.
—GENESIS 16:4 NET

Before attempting to explore the interactions between our
first families of faith, I struggled with Sarah. Her attitude
toward her slave girl, Hagar, really irked me. But through my
months of living with these families, Sarah rose from the
mystique of legend and my own lack of knowledge, to an
imperfect woman I respect. Yes, she left everything behind
in Harran. Yes, she experienced great hardship, abandonment,
isolation, judgment, dislocation, and disappointment. Yes, she
had a hard life. Her husband gave her over not once but twice
to two different rulers, refusing to acknowledge their marriage
relationship and instead saying they were siblings. Add mishap
to misadventure, until the yawning emptiness of her womb
led her to desperation. 
Sarah cooked up a solution to the embarrassment of family

barrenness and her own inability to fulfill the promise God
made to them. She sent her slave, Hagar, to bed with Abraham.
This singular machination has been hard for me to forgive.

It’s ungracious of me, I know.
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And then, to deepen the disaster, after all this scheming,
when Sarah learned that Hagar was pregnant and her plan
had worked, the triangulation in the home accelerated. Even-
tually, Sarah abused Hagar to such an extent that Hagar ran
away into the wilderness. This struck me as small-minded or
even cruel on Sarah’s part, as an unwillingness to address the
widening fault line she’d created in her own marriage and
family. 
To back up, before fleeing, Hagar “began to despise her

mistress” (Gen. 16:4). Despise is a complicated word in the
Hebrew, but it blends a meaning comparable to “giving the
evil eye” with “to curse, blaspheme, revile; to disdain, to be
vile.” Other shades of meaning exist, but, whichever you take,
the word suggests a significant undercutting of her mistress
by Hagar. 
And Sarah, as the woman in charge of the household and

the woman who would continue the legacy God promised,
could not allow Hagar’s disrespect (a milder word than the
original language employs) to remain unchallenged. 
Sarah, in spite of her deficits—and who doesn’t have

them?—was a strong woman. There was nothing codepen-
dent about her. She knew how to keep her family in line, and
was less concerned about others liking her than she was about
fulfilling her role in the promise God made so long ago. 
For this, for her years of faithfulness while following

Abraham around Canaan and beyond, for her dogged deter-
mination to bring God’s promises to fruition . . . for all this,
and more, I am humbled. True, she seriously mishandled a
couple of key decisions. Though lessons abound there, they



aren’t the only ones that matter. I also recognize that I some-
times act more like Hagar, with my evil eye and disdain on
Sarah, than like Sarah herself, who, though imperfect, sought
God’s promise. What matters more is that God saw fit to
include those regrettable events in the Abraham and Sarah
story in Scripture. And why does that matter? 
Because, in spite of us, God invites us into a promise that

far outlives us. And in spite of our backward attempts to ful-
fill that promise ourselves, God includes us in the family line,
just as he did Sarah. God invites people who sin, people who
jump ahead, people who plot behind closed doors, people
who judge others, people who disdain, people like me—God
invites us all into that promise. Into an inheritance that far
surpasses any silver or gold, an inheritance that bypasses our
spiritual or emotional or physical barrenness and rests on
God’s provision. 
In spite of us, and also, because of us, and through us. And

for this, I come alongside Sarah. In the long haul of her life,
she feared God, and served God, and cared for her family.
She more than lived into the promise God made to her. If I
could do the same, I would be most grateful.
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TRAVELING MERCY
Dear one,

Imperfect people
Fill my Word

And fill my world.
But remember

I have overcome the world
And have been inviting
Imperfect people

Like you 
Into that triumph from the very

Beginning of time. 

NOTE TO SELF
Love the imperfects (like me), and everyone else I meet, in
case there are any people besides imperfects out there.
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THE AMAZING IMPOSSIBLE

“You will call him Isaac.”
—GENESIS 17:19

Eight chapters, Genesis 21–28, detail Isaac’s journey
from birth to death. Given what we know, Isaac could be
considered the timid patriarch. He alone never left the country
of Canaan. A well-traveled and faith-talking father and two
conniving, wrestling, and impetuous sons bracketed Isaac’s
life. To say nothing of a wife whose own agenda created a
scheme that jeopardized the future direction of the entire
family.
If, as behavioral therapists assert, each person makes complete

psychological sense, then consider Isaac in the context of his
history. Expectations saddled him with enormous responsibility.
Forget about the pressure of expanding a tiny family into an
entire nation. Forget the pressure of growing up with such a
renowned and hospitable (and old) father. Just take his name,
for starters. They named him “Laughter.” And what a great
gift, laughter, a wonderful gift to give others. People live
longer if they laugh. Laughter helps heal. It relieves grief and
brings delight. 
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However, anyone who fulfills the role of the clown, the funny
person, the make-people-happy child in the family system,
knows the pressure of running a constant laugh track. 
As much fun as funny people are to have around us—and

we all need a few friends who make us laugh—for the laughter,
a laughter expectation is tricky. Depression afflicts some
noted (and unnoted) comedians, shades of depression that
range from bipolar to a generalized sadness. 
Laughter offers a way out, and making jokes from hard

issues can be good. But it’s also work and might hinder nec-
essary healing. The happy-makers might not feel free to pay
attention to very real feelings because those aren’t great joke
fodder. Or they run the risk of noticing the feelings only to
mine them for laugh material rather than allowing them to be
instructive. 
Everyday life is not a happy sack from the fast food empo-

rium, and being named Laughter can force someone into
façade-style living: funny on the outside, hollow or bleak or
numbed into silence on the inside.
Isaac didn’t have the benefit of family systems therapy,

but separating ourselves from others’ expectations of us
becomes critical to personal growth and health. Even more
than that, it’s essential as we turn our souls toward God, who
doesn’t expect us to be anyone other than the person we’re
created to be. 
How, then, did Isaac get his name? Sarah laughed in unex-

pected euphoria, in “I can’t believe it! It happened!” delight
at his birth. And the year before, when she hid behind the tent
flap and heard God announce the coming child, she snorted



out a laugh of disbelief (see Gen. 18:12). An eighty-nine-
year-old getting pregnant? How funny is that? 
And before that, Abraham laughed so hard he fell face-

down when God told him, “Your wife Sarah will bear you a
son” (Gen. 17:17). 
Maybe they named their son Laughter because he was a

gift of hope: God converted Sarah’s years of disappointment
and her painful laugh of disbelief into the reality of a child.
A laughter of freedom, for Abraham and Sarah, the fulfill-
ment of years of faith without seeing. 
But Sarah and Abraham weren’t the only ones waiting on

this child. In God’s heart, Isaac was beloved, the person
through whom the promise would continue. God waited, too,
for the right time for Isaac’s birth. When Sarah laughed in
disbelief, God asked, “Is anything impossible for the Lord?”
Turns out, that verb “to be impossible” means “to be amaz-
ing, to be surpassing, to be wonderful, to be extraordinary.” 
The name Isaac, “he who laughs,” really came from God.

“You will call him Isaac,” God said (Gen. 17:19). God
laughed with anticipation and joy at the amazing, surpassing,
wonderful, extraordinary, impossible birth of this boy.
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TRAVELING MERCY
Dear one,

Nothing is impossible for me.
And the impossibles for you

Are really amazing,
Surprising,
Surpassing,
Wonderful,

And extraordinary
Opportunities for me

To love you
And to fulfill

Those impossibles 
In your life.

That sets our laughter free—
Rollicking, joyful, rib-tickling

Laughter.
You and me.
The impossible
Has come to be.

NOTE TO SELF
I am, also, the amazing impossible. A miracle.
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NO LAUGHING MATTER

But . . . the son whom Hagar the Egyptian had 
borne to Abraham was mocking.

—GENESIS 21:9

Isaac arrived—the long-awaited promise, the child of the
promise, the ultimate gift to a couple too old to consider
dreaming such preposterous dreams. God spoke into their
version of normal and turned their lives upside down. God
called them from obscurity, away from their false gods, away
from their past and their present. Called them to live toward
a future yet unknown and highly unlikely. Did we mention
unusual? And, don’t forget that long-ago promise, that still-
waiting-for-fulfillment promise: “I will make of you a great
nation.” After twenty-five years of wondering and watching
for that greatness, and a few boneheaded and also disastrous
attempts to deliver that promise themselves, Abraham and
Sarah learned they were expecting a child. 
Sarah was ninety and Abraham a hundred, when Isaac,

Laughter, was born.
No doubt everyone had a good laugh, but the first interaction

we see with Isaac after his joyful birth is at his weaning party,
likely at about three years old. Turns out the only person
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laughing that day was his half-brother Ishmael, Abraham’s
first-born son, the child Sarah finagled through the slave girl,
thus mangling the household relationships.
This festive occasion for Isaac’s surviving the perils of

infancy was also an opportunity for Isaac to be confirmed as
the heir. No doubt Ishmael felt replaced by this child. He’d
enjoyed sixteen years as the apple of his father’s eye, and
now this clinging and annoying toddler with his invisible
crown snared the limelight, the royal robes, and the inheri-
tance. Ishmael likely hadn’t been honored with a weaning
party, and even if Hagar, his mother, was a legal wife to Abra-
ham, there’d been no real marriage under Sarah’s iron-fisted
jealousy.
Displacement can do terrible things to anyone, let alone a

wounded teenager trying to figure out his place in a compli-
cated family and a complex world. Of course he mocked with
laughter the child named Laughter, the king-baby usurping
Ishmael’s spot in the family. But the laughter ended there,
and whatever relationship between Isaac and Ishmael might
have developed, it ceased abruptly with Hagar and Ishmael’s
eviction from Abraham’s compound.1
Few people escape adolescence without damage, and

many of us hurt many people on the journey through.
Wounded people wound people, and the best way to stop that
cycle is to dress, and maybe address, the wound. What have
you believed about yourself, or those around you, or your
place in the circle of your family all these years? How much
truth crouches in those messages, and how have they
impacted you?



Scar tissue is stronger than unwounded skin. The skin’s
healing process creates a layer of strength and thickness as 
it binds itself together. So it is with us, emotionally and spir-
itually: Wounds can help strengthen us if we tend to their
proper healing. They can either lead us to more wounds and
wounding, or lead us toward strength.
Ishmael and Isaac parted ways at the weaning party, and a

celebration of growth sadly ended in a rupture of relationship.
We will see them together only one more time in Scripture:
their father’s burial. The two brothers, together at a funeral.
It’s too long for a reunion. 
If only we could take a page from the book of their lives

and come together, instead, in life. 

TRAVELING MERCY
Dear one,

I laughed out loud
At your birth, too—
Laughter and mirth
For sheer joy
Of you.

So give that laughter freely.
No inside jokes,
Just share that love,
And nothing will ever

Come between you and me
Or you and others,

As far as you are concerned.

NOTE TO SELF
Love well, and laugh only in joy and kindness.
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